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ABSTRACT

This paper is a review of the work conducted under two
programs. One (NDE Reliability Program) is a multi-year program
addressing the reliabilityof nondestructiveevaluation (NDE) for
the inservice inspection (ISl) of light water reactor components.
This program examines the reliabilityof current NDE, the
effectivenessof evolving technologies,and provides assessments
and recommendationsto ensure that the NDE is applied at the right
time, in the right place with sufficient effectivenessthat
defects of importance to structural integritywill be reliably
detected and accurately characterized. The second program
(CharacterizingFabrication Flaws in Reactor Pressure Vessels) is
assembling a data base to quantify the distribution of fabrication
flaws that exist in U.S. nuclear reactor pressure vessels with
respect to density, size, type, and location. These programs will
be discussed as two separate sections in this report.

NDE RELIABILITY PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION

This section reports on progress achieved under the NRC program entitled
"Evaluationand Improvement in NondestructiveExamination Reliability for
Inservice Inspectionof Light Water Reactors (LWR)" (NDE Reliability Program).
This program consists of eight major tasks as follows: I) Code Activities, 2)
BWR Pressure Vessel Research, 3) Plant Life Extension, 4) UT Equipment
InteractionMatrix, 5) New InspectionCriteria, 6) PISC-III, 7) Cast Stainless
Steel, and 8) Surface Roughness Conditions. Activities conducted under these
tasks are summarized below.

The NDE Reliability Program objectives are to quantify the effectiveness
of inservice inspection (ISI) techniques for LWR primary system components
through independentresearch and to establishmeans for improvingthe overall

IWork supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Contract
DE-ACO6-76RLO1830; FIN B2289 and LI099; Dr. J. Muscara, NRC Program Manager.



reliability of ISI systems and processes. Significantprogress was achieved
during the past year in several of these areas.

1.0 CODE ACTIVITIES

Proactive participationin ASME Section XI activities continued toward
achievingASME Code acceptance of NRC-funded PNL research results to improve
the reliability of nondestructiveexamination/inserviceinspection (NDE/ISI).
The objective of this task is to develop upgraded criteria and requirements
for qualifying ultrasonic testing/inserviceinspection (UT/ISI) systems.

During the past year, PNL representativesattended four different series
of meetings held in conjunctionwith the ASME Section XI Subcommitteeon
Inservice Inspectionof Nuclear Power Plant Components (SC-XI). PNL staff
hold voting memberships on the SC-XI Working Group on Volumetric Examination
and Procedure Qualification,SC-XI Working Group on Surface Examination and
Personnel Qualification,chair a SC-XI Task Group on Acoustic Emission, and
serve as Secretary and voting member of the SC-XI Subgroup on Nondestructive
Examination (SGNDE). Followingeach SGNDE meeting, minutes are prepared and
distributed to a mailing list of about 65 addressees,and agenda materials and
other informationare also assembled and distributedto provide each SGNDE
member with a complete package prior to each meeting.

Assistance was also provided in support of related efforts to achieve
Code acceptance of new personnel qualification (PQ) and performance
demonstration (PD) requirementsfor eddy current equipment operators and data
analysts, and a new SC-V activity to develop requirementsand criteria for
computerizedUT imaging techniques. During a joint meeting of the SC-V
Subgroup on Acoustic Emission (SGAE) and the SC-Xl Task Group on AE, a
proposed scope of a new Section V articleon AE monitoring of inservice
pressure boundary componentswas developed and approved.

The developmentof performancedemonstrationrequirements for the eddy
current method continues to encounter obstac'3eswithin the Special Working
Group on Eddy Current Testing (SWGET). To date, the SWGET has reached a non-
unanimous consensus on the scope of this Mandatory Appendix and on a sampling
plan approach. During the SGNDE meeting in August 1991, active discussion
focused on the sampling plan, specimen set criteria, and other open issues.
Concern was expressed regarding the possible consequencesof different
pass/fail criteria for the eddy current and ultrasonic methods (i.e., Appendix
VIII).

Revised visual acuity requirementsfor NDE personnel were developed and
approved for publication in the 1991 Addenda to Section XI. A new requirement
for generic practical examinationsfor Level III NDE personnel was also
approved by the BNCS for publication in the 1991 Addenda. A Special Task
Group was appointed to study a proposal for Code adoption of the 1988 Edition
of SNT-TC-1A, as well as to evaluate the new ASNT Standard on Personnel
Qualification. This task group recommended that the ASME Code retain its
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current reference to the 1984 Edition of SNT-TC-IA, in lieu of adopting either
of the newer documents.

2.0 BWR PRESSURE VESSEL RESEARCH

The objective of this task is to assess the developmentof new
technology for the inspection of Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs) reactor
pressure vessels (RPVs) and provide guidance to the NRC on the status and
potential effectivenessof this development for reliably detecting and
characterizingflaws. The work accomplishedfor the year involved
participatingin meetings held by industry to demonstratetheir equipment and
witnessing operation of a system at one operating reactor.

Industry has devoted significantefforts to the development of the
technology that will provide access to the RPV. Most of the efforts have
focused on performing the examinationsfrom the inside of the RPV. General
Electric and the EPRI NDE Center have performed evaluations of the access from
the inside to the regions where the jet pumps are located, lt appears that
most of these areas should be accessiblewith the hardest region being the
welds located in the lower head. The designs of the scanner assemblies are
based on the successful designs that have been developed for other
examinations. Therefore, the new scanners are only new in that a portion of
the scanner has been modified to accommodatethe limited inspection access
encounteredin the vicinity of the jet pumps. This work looks quite good and
should provide the necessary scanning equipment.

The more significant problem areas remaining includewhether there are
many things attached to the RPV walls that are not on drawings but which will
limit access for inspecting the vessel. The surface roughness of the cladding
is an unknown for most of the RPV, and this conditionwill have a significant
influenceon the effectivenessof the ISI that can be performed.

Future work will involvecontinuing to follow the evolution of the
equipment and assessing industry activities that are directed toward resolving
the problem areas of access and cladding surface conditions.

3.0 PLANT LIFE EXTENSION

The License Renewal Task was initiated in April of this year. The
objectiveof this task is to determine inservice inspection (ISI) requirements
for license renewal. Initial efforts have focussed on reviewing the technical
bases for existing reactor pressure vessel (RPV) flaw acceptance criteria.
The RPV was selected for initial study since it was judged to be the most
importantcomponent unlikely to be replaced and is the one component most
susceptibleto radiation damage.

Work during this fiscal year examined the rules and procedures for flaw
evaluation presented in ASME Section XI, Division I for the welds in RPVs.
The most relevant portions of the Code are presented below.



Subsection IWA describes methods for determining if flaws of various
sizes and shapes are linear, laminar, or planar. Furthermore,equivalent
sizes (length for linear flaws, and ellipse dimensions for planar and laminar
flaws) are determined in accordancewith this subsection. The pass/fail
evaluation of these flaws is then conducted, starting with Subsection IWB
3500. If a flaw fails to pass under IWB 3500 a more detailed fracture
mechanics evaluation (AppendixA of Section XI) can be utilized to see if the
flaw is acceptable. Thus, IWB 3500 might be considered to be an initial
screening process to accept those flaws with relatively large safety margins,
thus avoiding the effort of a more detailed evaluation.

Planar flaws are evaluated with the use of the flaw acceptance standards
of Table IWB 3510-1. This table gives allowable equivalent flaw sizes as a
function of ellipse aspect ratio and vessel wall thickness. The surface
'reference flaw' size was selected to be one tenth as large as the so called
maximum postulateddefect (a/l=I/6,a=t/4 when a - through-wallextent, l =
length, and t = wall thickness) of Appendix G, Section III. This gives a
suitable safety factor on stress. Sizes of other elliptical surface flaws (of
different aspect ratios) were then computed so that they would have the same
safety factor as the surface reference flaw.

The tables in IWB 3500 for flaw evaluation do not directly involve the
use of the stress level at the flaw location, lt is assumed that the stress
state meets the design requirementsof Section III. In addition, it is stated
that the tables may be used only if minimum fracture toughness can be assured.
This is mandated in several places in IWB 3500. The first is Subarticle IWB
3410-I which states that the material must conform to the requirementsof
Section III, Division I Appendices in regard to selection of a maximum
postulated defect. In addition,the flaw size tables of IWB 3500 state that
the material must meet the fracture toughness requirementsof NB 2331 and G
2110(b), Section III. Subarticle NB 2331 contains procedures for determining

the referencenil ductility temperature (RTNnT). This involves performing
Charpy V-notch testing and obtainingresults_6f at least 50 ft-lbs and at
least 35 mils of l_.teralexpansic_

If a detected flaw does not pass the acceptance standardstables of IWB
3500, then acceptabilitycan still be achieved by performing detailed fracture
mechanics analyses as described in Appendix A of Section XI. Appendix A
utilizes stress field data at the flaw location, measured flaw size,,and
estimatedmaterial properties (includingirradiationeffects) and computes the
stress intensity far.torof the flaw in question, the critical flaw size, and
the material fracture toughness. The RTNnT of Section III, NB-2231 is used
for the fracture toughness evaluation. C_hsideration is given to both normal
and faulted loading conditions. For normal loading conditions,the safety
factor is 3 for stress and 10 for flaw size -- approximatelythe same values
used for the IWB 3500 tables if the stress level is at the maximum allowable
for Section III.

The objective of the work for next fiscal year will be to determine if
the flaw acceptance criteria, summarizedabove, adequately consider the impact
of degraded material properties. The goal is to determine if adequate NDE



reliabilityexists for flaw detection and sizing after considering the effect
of material property degradation on the locations, types, and sizes of flaws
that may be of concern from a license renewal perspective.

4.0 UT EQUIPMENT INTERACTIONMATRIX

The objective of this task is to evaluate the effects of frequency
domain, UT/ISI equipment interactions,and determine equipment tolerance
values for improving inspection reliability. The equipment interactionmatrix
study was confined to six months due to budgetary restraints. Recent studies
have shown that computer code modificationsrequired to model the effects of
component curvature are extensive. This code was transported to a Sun
workstation for improved speed and efficiency.

5.0 NEW INSPECTION CRITERIA

The objective of this task is to assess the adequacy of existing ASME
Code requirementsfor inservice inspection of nuclear power plant components,
and to develop technical bases for improvingthese requirements. Work
continued to focus on risk-based approachesto inspection planning, which are
being applied to establish criteria for improved ISI (type, extent,
effectiveness,and frequency).

5.1 Development of Risk-Based Approaches

During the past year PNL has continuedto develop approaches for
risk-based inspectionsthrough participationon the ASME Research Task Force
on Risk-Based InspectionGuidelines. This group was organized by ASME as a
society supportedresearch activity with a membership representingseveral
industries in addition to nuclear power generation. The ASME group has been
identified by PNL as an effective route to achieve long-range goals for
improved inspectionsat nuclear power plants.

The ASME Research Task Force has met quarterly during the past year, and
has issued an initial "white paper" (ASME 1991) that reviews the current
status of risk-basedmethods and gives general recommendationsfor risk-based
inspection requirements. This general document is applicable to any
industrial facility or structural system where structural integrityfailures
have the potential to lead to severe safety and/or economic consequences.

The recent focus of the ASME Research Task Force has been on nuclear
power applications,and on the development of practical risk-based methods
that can be recommendedfor considerationby ASME Section XI. Completion of a
second draft document on the special topic of nuclear power applicationswas
accomplishedduring the past year (Volume 2 - Part I). This document
recommends and describes specific methods that apply to nuclear power
facilities. A draft was distributed for comment and peer review during March
of 1991. Publicationby ASME is scheduled no later than December of 1991.



Current and future efforts of the ASME Research Task Force are now

applying the recommended risk-basedmethodologies,and will develop improved
inspection programs for nuclear power plant components. This work will result
in a future document (Volume 2 - Part 2), which is scheduled for publication
in the later part of Igg3. The document will make recommendationsfor
considerationby ASME Code, Section XI. PNL is performing probabilistic
calculationsas part of the NDE Reliability Program, which are providing
important support to the ASME Research Task Force.

5.2 Risk-Based Calculationsof ISI Priorities

A major part on this task has been a pilot applicationof PRA methods to
the Surry-1 nuclear plant. The Surry-1 work has applied results of PRA's in
combinationwith the techniques of failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA)
to identify and prioritize the most risk-importantsystems and components at
nuclear power plants. The specific Surryol systems initially selected for
analysiswere the reactor pressure vessel, the reactor coolant, the low
pressure injection (includingthe accumulators)and the auxiliary feedwater.
Studies of these four systems are now complete and example results are
reported below. Ongoing efforts are addressing other systems including the
high pressure injection,main feedwater, service water, component cooling
water, main steam, condensate,and residual heat removal systems.

Core damage frequency (Level-I PRA) has been used as the bottom line
risk measure. FMEA results are applied to calculatethe relative importance
of each component within the systems being addressed. The calculated
importancemeasures reflect the expected consequencesof failure of the
component (from the Surry-1 PRA) and the expected probability of failure
(rupture)of the component. Estimates of rupture probabilities for the
Surry-1 components have been obtained from expert judgement elicitation.

Staff from the Virginia Electric Power Company (VEPCO) have been
actively participating in the Surryol pilot study. This participation is
importantto assure that the plant models are as realistic as possible and
reflect plant operationalpractices. Several visits to the Surryol plant site
have been made for system walkdowns, and for discussionswith plant
operational technical staff.

Figure I shows.numericalrankings of the relative risk-importanceof
components within the initial four selected Surry-1 systems (stated in terms
of core damage frequency). On the basis of core damage frequency, the most
risk-importantcomponents are those located within the beltline region of the
reactor pressure vessel. Relatively high rankings were estimated for certain
pipe segments of the low pressure injection (LPI) system, and also certain
pipe segments within the auxiliary feedwater system. Potential ruptures of
most other components had much smaller contributionsto core damage frequency.
The calculated risk importancescovered a range of over eight orders of
magnitude in numerical values.
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FIGURE I. Cumulative Risk Contributionsof Surry-1 Components R91oeo_24
(showingdecreasing contributions of lower ranked
components)

Figure 2 is a plot of risk rankings using a logarithmic scale, which
more clearly shows the very large differences (from component to component) in
estimated contributionsto risk. Also illustratedin Figure 2 is a risk-based
approach being considered for determining how much inspection of a given
component is enough. In this approach,values of target risk are used to
establish acceptable levels for componentfailure probabilities. The
suggestedvalues of target risk as indicated on Figure 2 are intended to
assure that structural failures remain an insignificantcontribution to the
estimated core damage frequency from all causes as estimated by plant specific
PRAs.

By focusing the most intensiveinspection efforts on only the highest
risk importantcomponents (as identifiedby Figures I and 2), a relatively
small inspection sample carlreadily address 90 percent or more of the
potentialfor core damage from the rupture of all pressure boundary
components. Inspectionsof additionallower ranked components are unlikely to
achieve significantreductions in risk. Nevertheless,some level of
inspection for these lower ranked components may be justified to assure that
unexpected structural degradation (e.g., aging effects) does not increase
these failure probabilitiesto unacceptablelevels. For the very lowest
ranked components, risk considerationssuggest that little (e.g., visual) or
no inspection is required.



FIGURE 2. Comparison of Residual Risk with Target Risk from
Structural Failures

Future work in coordinationwith the ASME Task Force will apply
probabilisticfracture mechanics and decision analysis methods to identify
optimum inspection strategies (NDE method, NDE effectiveness,inspection
frequency, inspection location, and sample size) for high priority components.
Output from the New ISI Criteria Task will be made availableto the ASME
Research Task Force on Risk-Based InspectionGuidelines for their use in
preparing the document that will recommend risk-based inspectionprograms for
codes and standards consideration.

6.0 PISC-III

The involvementin the Program for the Inspection of Steel Components
Phase 3 (PISC III) is to take advantage of a large internationalprogram to
support the acquisitionof data bases for assessing the reliabilityof NDE.
The PISC program has seven actions devoted to the in-depth study of particular
aspects of NDE. Tracking and assessment is occurring for all of these
actions, but the discussion here will be on Action 4 for studies on Austenitic
Stainless Steels (AST). PNL, by virtue _f this program, is one of the Action
4 co-leaders and has been actively involvedwith the design, development, and
implementationof this action.



The AST has been initiatedwith inspectionsoccurring for the capability
studiesfor wrought stainless steel. There have been inspectionsperformed by
teams from across Europe and Japan. These specimenswill be in the USA at the
end of February 1992. Two teamshave committed to examine these specimens and
efforts are being expended to try to locate additional participants. The
cast-to-castand wrought-to-castcapability specimens are being fabricated
with studies on these being planned to start during the second quarter of
1992. PNL has prepared for conducting relative operating characteristiccurve
(ROC) analysis on the AST data. Data should be received in late fall for
conducting this analysis.

The re'liabilitystudies on wrought and cast specimens has been slow in
starting. There is a shortage of funding that has primarily been responsible
for this delay. The reliability study on wrought stainless steel is being
rescoped to focus primarilyon IGSCC. At this time there is limited interest
from most of the European participants in this study. Only two teams have
made a commitment to participate in these studies.

The future work will continue to support the studies in progress through
both the coordinationof teams from the USA and in conducting analysis of data
generated in the studies.

6.0 CAST STAINLESS STEEL INSPECTION

The objective of the cast-stainless-steel-inspectiontask is to
determine the effectivenessand reliabilityof ultrasonic inspection on LWR
components containing cast stainless steel material. Examples of components
containing cast material are cladded pipe and pressure vessels, pump and valve
bodies, centrifugallycast stainless steel (CCSS) piping, stainless steel and
dissimilar metal welds, and weld-overlay-repairedpipe joints.

Work performed this past year entailed a CCSS workshop as part of a
training course for NRC staff on computer-basedUT systems, a letter report to
the NRC on employingcritical angle techniques for classifying CCSS
microstructure,and publication of two papers for the annual "Review of
Progress in QuantitativeNondestructiveEvaluation" (QNDE) conference
proceedings.

A training course for NRC staff was held at PNL in April 1991. During
the course NRC Headquartersand Region personnelwere given lecture on studies
assessing ultrasonic inservice inspection of cast material and participatedin
three laboratory exercises for demonstrationand hands-on experience. During
the lecture, algorithms to classify CCSS microstructureswere reviewgd which
included Rayleigh critical angle imaging by Hildebrand, Good, et al.: and

2Hildebrand,B. P., M. S. Good, A. A. Diaz, and E. R. Green. 1991.
"Applicationof Critical Angle Imaging to the Characterizationof Cast
Stainless Steels," submitted for publication in Review of Proqress in
QuantitativeNondestructiveEvaluation,Vol. 11, Plenum Publishing,New York,
to be published 1992.



techniques developed by Kupperman, Reimann, et al. (1987),which were both
developed under NRC sponsorship. These techniques detected microstructural
changes as a function of depth and lateral position over piping.

Rayleigh-criticalangle is the technique of insonifyinga material at an
incident angle where the acoustic energy that enters a material is a surface
wave instead of a shear or longitudinalwave.2 The basic principle is that
the amplitude of the reflectedwave undergoes a substantialdecrease and
recovery over a one to two degree change in the incident angle. Prior to the
second critical angle, the incidentwave is partitioned into a reflectedwave
and transmittedwaves. At the Rayleigh critical cngle which is just slightly
larger than the second critical, a dramatic drop in reflected amplitude occurs
due to a highly efficient mode conversion to surface waves. A dramatic
recovery is observed one degree past the Rayleigh critical angle due to the
wave being tota_llyreflected. This phenomenon, therefore, is a sharp acoustic
feature that is extremely sensitiveto material properties such as wave
velocity and acoustic attenuation. Since wave velocity of different CCSS
microstructuresvary, the technique should be capable of classifying the CCSS
microstructure. Furthermore,since the surface-wavepenetration is roughly
one wavelength, multi-frequencytechniquesmight be able to detect underlying
layers of different microstructuresand classify them. The work performed
showed that it is feasible to classify microstructures;however, the
limitationsof the technique have not been determined.

Future work will representa change in strategy to investigatevery low
frequency techniques that are expected to be less sensitive to the problems
imposedupon ultrasonic ISI by coarse microstructures;e.g., Lamb waves, phase
measurements,and large aperture L-wave transducersemploying a pitch-catch
configuration. The goal is to determine the smallest crack that can be
reliably detected and then to assess, using fracture mechanics, the
significanceof this crack size to structural integrity.

8.0 SURFACE ROUGHNESS CONDITIONS

The objective of the surface roughness task is to make Code
recommendationswhich assure that a surface condition does not degrade the
effectivenessand reliabilityof ultrasonic inspection of LWR components.

PNL took an empirical approach to evaluate the effect of surface
condition; however, this changed to estimating distortion by means of computer
modelling. The empirical work was directed towards weld crowns and piping.
The result was a letter report "Significanceof Surface Condition Upon
Ultrasonic Inspection"submittedto the NRC in 1988. This report stated that
the as-built, surface-conditionwas governed by the subjective judgement of
the radiographerduring constructionand that abrupt surface changes on the
order of 1.5 mm are expected, lt was also noted that the newer versions of
the Code did not circumvent the problem of subjectivity. In other words, the
ASME Code does not provide an objective specificationto quantify surface
condition for inservice inspection.
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After the initial study, PNL and the Center for NDE at Iowa State
University (CNDE-ISU)discussed possible collaborationusing a computer model
as a much more efficientmeans of determining recommendationsconcerning
acceptable/unacceptablesurface conditions for ultrasonic ISI. In 1988 a
coordinationplan between the US NRC and EPRI was approved. Tasks included
model refinement by CNDE-ISU under EPRI sponsorship,experimentaldata
acquisition and model validation by PNL under US NRC sponsorship,and
submission of ASME Code recommendationsby both institutes.

Work performed this past year entailed comparison of longitudinalwave
(L-wave) data, transfer of the current model to PNL, and use of a simplistic
ray tracing model at PNL.

One objective was to refine the CNDE-ISU model so that it could be
validated for the simulation of weld crowns (step discontinuities). Model
refinement included an evaluation of normal (0°) and oblique (45°) L-waves
through step discontinuities. Of interest if the field amplitude at the back
surface of the plate. The model predicted the response along the back surface
while experimentalmeasurementsused a through-transmissiontechnique with a
microprobe receiver positioned adjacent to the back surface. No comparisons
were made for shear waves. This was due to interferencefrom spurious signals
when collecting experimentaldata.

The 0°, L-wave data showed good agreement between model prediction and
experimentaldata (Figure 3). These included the reference case of a flat
plate with parallel, planar surfaces as well as cases with step
discontinuitiesof 0.25, 0.75, and 1.50 mm.

The 45°, L-wave data showed discrepancies that were more apparent than
with the 0° data (Figure 4). Data matched well for a flat plate with no
discontinuity (Figure 4a) and a step height of 0.25 mm (Figure4b); however,
large discrepanciesexisted for step discontinuitiesof 0.75 and 1.50 mm.

Comparison of model predictionswith experimenta½measurementswere documentedin a paper by A. Minachi, . B. Thompson, et al.

Two problems exist with model refinement. One is the discrepancy in L-
wave data which may be due to either experiment or model. An obvious
possibility is checking the alignmentbetween transmitter and the step
discontinuity. The other problem is a spurious,signal causing interference
with shear wave reception during experimentaldata acquisition.

3Minachi,A., R. B. Thompson, M. S. Good, and A. A. Diaz. 1991.
"UltrasonicWave PropagationThrough an Interfacewith a Step Discontinuity"
submitted for publication in Review of Proqress in NondestructiveEvaluation,
Vol. 12. Plenum Press, New York, to be published 1992.
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A simplistic central ray model was developed at PNL to gain insight into
the use of models and to make better use of the CNDE-ISU model. The technical
goal of this activity was to consider how the central beam from a probe
travels through a stainless steel pipe as the probe passes over a weld crown
(step discontinuity). The data were in good agreementwith the model
predictionsand results were documented in a letter report to the US NRC.4

The primary conclusion in the report was that the experimentaldata from
simulatedweld crowns matched well with model predictions. Model analysis
indicatedthat the refraction at the probe-wedge-to-couplantand the couplant-
to-steel interfaces play importantroles in determining spatial location of
the beam and arrival time of received responses. As the probe slides over the
edge of a weld crown, variables such as probe tilt may result in a volumetric
region not being fully scanned, a crack base mispositionedfarther away, and
crack under-sizingby crack tip analysis.

Future work will entail continued model refinement and validation,
includingamplitude and phase response from notch reflectors,broadband time
response, and expansion to all four geometries; i.e., step discontinuity (weld
crown), concave surface (over grind), convex surface (diametricalshrinkage),
and elevated point (weld splatter).

FABRICATIONFLAWS

INTRODUCTION

1.0 SAMPLING PLAN - DETERMINATIONOF FABRICATIONFLAW DISTRIBUTIONS IN
REACTOR PRESSURE VESSELS

The objective of this task is to accurately estimate the distributionof
fabricationflaws (i.e., numbers, location, and sizes) that occur in light
water reactor pressure vessels. The flaw distributionis generally an
importantinput to fracture mechanics calculationsand risk assessments.

Data concerning the flaw distribution is to be acquired by performing
NDE examinationsof a set of pressure vessel weldments that were never placed
in service. The examination is to be conducted using state-of-the-art
ultrasonic inspection (SAFT). This section discusses the statistical
methodologythat will be used to estimate the flaw distribution and the amount
of inspection that will be required to accuratelyestimate the flaw
distribution.

4Greenwood, M. S. 1991. "Modeling of a Step Discontinuity,"letter
report submitted to US NRC in SeptemberMonthly Report, Pacific Northwest
Laboratory,Richland, WA.
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1.1 Estimatinq the Flaw Distribution

The basic input to a fracture mechaI_ics analysis, for example, PTS
calculations is a flaw frequency function'. This function describes the
average number of flaws of particular size that should be found in a unit of
material. To be more specific, the cumulative frequency function, A(s) is
defined as the average number of flaws less than size s that will occur in a
unit of material. The derivative of this cumulative function is called the
frequency function.

Figure 5 illustrates the most famous flaw size frequency function, the
Marshall "distribution." To obtain the frequency function plotted in Figure
5, we have made a change of units. The original Marshall "Distribution" was
expressed in units of flaws per reactor vessel. Since reactor vessels can be
of different sizes, we found this not to be most reasonable and converted the
result to "flaws per linear foot" of weldment by using the conversion factor
of 180 feet of weldment per reactor vessel. From the frequency function
plotted in Figure 5, one can see that two flaws will occur every I00 feet, or
an average of 3.6 flaws will occur in every (180 ft.) of reactor vessel
weldment. The actual equation for this function is given by

ASazshall (S) = O. 02 (l-e -4"°6") (I)

where the constant -4.06 is measured in in.-I and.the constant 0.02 is
expressed in units of flaws per foot of weldment,b

If the inspection procedure could find all flaws and accurately size
them, it would be an easy matter to estimate the flaw frequency function; one
would only have to assemble the inspectiondata into a histogram to obtain an
unbiased estimate of the true frequency function or, if one wanted to be more
sophisticated,fit a parametric form to the data using the method of maximum
likelihood. However, biases occur in the data when an imperfect inspection
procedure is utilized.

5There is a good deal of confusion in the nomenclatureused for the flaw
"distribution." The flaw frequency function is sometimes mis-labeled as a
flaw distribution,even though it does not integrate to I. For example, the
original "MarshallDistribution" is a frequency function, not a flaw
distribution.

6This Marshall "Distribution" was extracted from page 41 of NUREG/CR-4486
(Simonen 1986). Actually there are several variants of the Marshall
distribution. The distribution used here represents the incidence of flaws
before preservi ce i nspecti on.
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FIGUR_ 5. Marshall Flaw Distribution

The biases are caused by two deficiencies in the inspection procedure;
the inspection procedure's inability to detect all flaws, and the procedure's
inability to correctly size the flaws. The procedure's detection capability
is given by its probability of detection curve POD(s), which describes the
probability that the procedure will detect a flaw of size s during inspection.
For example, Figure 6 displays the estimated POD capabilities of the SAFT
system. As one can see from the figure, the SAFT system has a high chance of
detecting any flaw larger than 0.75 inch. The actual formula for the POD
curve is

POD(s) = (l+exp(3.01-5.61s)) -I (2)

where the variable s is measured in inches.
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Given a procedure with detection capabilities described by the POD curve
POD(s), its observed frequency function will be related to the true function
through the formula

In other words, the small flaws with low probability of detection are under-
represented in the observed data.
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A similar formula describes the effects of sizing error on the observed
frequency function. For example, if the measurement error (i.e., measured
minus true size) is described by the probabilitydensity ¢(e), then the
observed frequency function will be related to the true function through the
formula

A,.b.(S) - (4)

In other words, measurement error produces a "smeared" version of the
true frequency function; the true frequency function is convolvedwith the
error distributionto obtain the observed function.

Equations (3) and (4) describe the basic relationshipbetween the true
and observed frequency functions. These formulas can also be used to produce
unbiased estimates of the true frequency function. To obtain the simplest

estimate,one simply needs to "invert"equations (3) and (4) so that Atrue(S)
can be expressed in terms of Aobs(S).

This is the method we will use to estimate the flaw size frequency
function, lt will produce a "non-parametric"estimate for this function; that
is the estimate will require no assumptionsconcerning the shape of the
underlying distribution. The method will require that the characteristicsof
the inspectionprocedure be accurately known (i.e., POD(s) and ¢(e)). To
obtain this information,the SAFT procedure has been subjected to
qualificationtesting.

1.2 Amount of Material to be Inspected

The accuracy (more specifically,standard deviation) with which the
frequency function A(s) can be estimated is proportionalto I/_N, where N is
the number of flaws found during the inspection; in order for the exercise to
be successful,it must examine enough material to be assured of detecting a
certain minimal number of flaws. As an initial design criteria, it is
reasonable to require the inspectionto find at least 10 flaws of size larger
than I/4 inch in order to estimate the flaw distributionwith some precision.

Tables for various assumptions for the distributionbased on NDE
effectivenessand assumed distributionform have been generated. With a
limited amount of material being available, the actual sampling plan is based
on performing sufficient inspectionson the PVRUF RPV that the true flaw
distributioncan be estimated correctly. The limitation of material
necessitatesthat the distributionwill only be as a function of Flaw depth.
Although, other informationwill be gathered for each flaw, the limited size
of the data base will not allow accurate estimates of the distributionalform
for these other parameters (location,length size, etc.). At the same time we
will perform an analysis based on type of flaw but will most likely lump all
of the flaws together. The rationalefor performing this last step is that
from an NDE standpoint, it will be nearly impossible to prove that non-planar
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flaws do not have stress risers that will make them respond in a fracture
mechanics sense like a planar flaw.

2.0 EQUIPMENTPREPARATION

2.1 UDqrades to SAFT-UT Inspection System

This year's improvements to the SAFT-UT system were chosen to facilitate
the inspection of the PVRUFRPV that is at ORNL. This includes a series of
tasks that need to be performed since the SAFT system will be at ORNLand the
plan is to have the data collected there and returned to PNL for analysis.
Secondly, because of the complex geometry of the nozzles, a robotic
manipulator will be used to scan the inner and outer radius of these nozzles.
Thirdly, a Sun SparcStation2 graphics workstation has been set up to analyze
the SAFT data.

2.2 SAFT-UT Inspection System

A description of the SAFT system can be found in Doctor et al. (1991).
The upgraded SAFT-UT system is shown in Figure 7. The existing data
acquisition system controls the SAFT pipe scanner and transfers ultrasonic
data to the host computer. The host computer receives data from the data
acquisition systems, files the data, and prepares the data for processing and
display. The real-time processor is a peripheral device to the host computer
that performs the computationally intense SAFT algorithm. The existing Ramtek
graphics processor provides the image display to the operator for
interpretation as does the new Sun graphics workstation. Finally, a new data
acquisition system controls a robotic scanner and transfers data to the host
computer.

2.3 Robotic Data Acquisition System

A robotic data acquisition system has been assembled for scanning the
nozzle areas of the reactor pressure vessel. A PUMA562 industrial robot wil'i
be used. This is a six-axis robot with a radial reach of 36 inches and a
repeatability of better than 0.004 inches. A preamplifier is located on the
robotic arm. This amplifies the received echo signal and provides the input
to the main amplifier for data acquisition. The remote preamplifier has a
gain of 20 dB and a 3-db bandwidth of 5 MHz. lt significantly increases the
signal-to-noise ratio by amplifying the echo signal prior to transmission on
the long interconnecting cable; thus, any noise introduced during the
transmission will be significantly less with respect to the echo signal.

The data acquisition subsystem uses a 486 computer with SAFT data
acquisition software. This subsystem contains the electronics to control the
robot, amplify the returned echo, and digitize the full RF signal. Included
in the data acquisition subsystem is a Time Variable Gain (TVG) amplifier to
compensate for material attenuation and to maximize the system dynamic range.
The gain of the TVG amplifier is programmable up to a maximum of 40 dB. The
TVG supplies the input signal to the STR8100 digitizer to be sampled,
converted, and stored.
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The 486 computer controls the data acquisitionprocess, provides local
data storage, and a data interface to the SAFT processing and analysis
subsystem. The 486 computer provides the operator interface for the real-time
mode of operation. The software is menu driven to assist in assuring that the
SAFT parameters are correctly entered prior to data acquisition. An overview
of the menu sequence is given in Doctor, et al. (1991).

If data are to be transferredto the SAFT subsystem concurrent with the
scanningoperation, then the connection is made to the host computer. A
command from the 486 invokes the data transfer utility on the host. The host
prompts the user to determine if concurrent SAFT processing and/or display is
desired.

2.4 New Graphics Workstation

A new Sun SparcStation2graphics workstation has been set up to analyze
the SAFT data. Data may be transferred to the workstation for either the
robotic data acquisitionsystem or the MicroVAX host computer. All of the
SAFT utility software will be available on the graphics workstation. The
graphics workstation uses the UNIX operating system with the X-windows utility
for window-orienteddata presentationand data processing management. The
graphics workstation is configured as follows:
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• SparcStation2computer with color monitor
• 48 MB memory
• 400 MB system disk
• 1.5 GB SCSI disk drive for data storage
• 800 MB write once laser disk
• IEEE 488 interface
• color printer

3.0 MICLAND DATA ANALYSIS

The SAFT system was used to perform inspectionson four blocks that had
been cut from the beltline weldment of the Midland reactor vessel. A total of
164" of circumferentialweld length was inspected. This is a weldment that is
a double "V" design and the cladding was deposited using a multi-wire process
and smoothed with a belt grinder. The SAFT system was operated at maximum
sensitivityto try to detect very small flaws and then to characterize them
accurately. Table I contains a summary of the results from this analysis, lt
should be noted that these 11 are denoted as indicationsand follow-up work is
planned through some destructivetesting to validate the data in this table.
lt must be remembered that this is a limited data base and the extension to
the population of RPVs in a generic sense is difficult to do_ The extension
of this data to predict the true flaw population of the Midland RPV is not an
easy thing to do because the data represents only the conditions of a limited
portion of the beltline weldment. Even with these caveats, it should be noted
that some useful trends can be seen in the data. The data was analyzed and
compared to the "Marshall" distributionand was found to possess the same
shape. However, the Midland data is found to be a factor of over 40 times
larger than that predicted by the "Marshall"distribution. More work is
planned on this data base, and then it will be integratedwith the new data to
be generated next year on the PVRUF RPV.
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TABLE I. Summary of SAFT-UT Indicationsfrom Midland Blocks
Exhibiting MeasurableThrough-Wall Extent

i__ Indicationi_!:li: !::iilni.iii:!_Ti_ Extent,__In_i_il_ Extent, in. Material_

I 7.0 0.7* 1.4 Weld

2 5.7 0.2 0.9 Base

3 7.0 0.4 >0.1"* Base
,

4 2.5 0.2 0.5 Base

5 4.5 0.2 0.5 Weld

6 4.8 0.3 1.0 Weld

7 4.7 0.1 0.4 Near fusion
zone

8 5.2 0.1 0.4 Weld

9 5.9 0.1 0.85 Near fusion
zone

10 0.42 0.11"** 0.65 Base

11 0.45 0.14"** 0.9 Base

* Three independentflaws bounded by ASME Code Proximity Rules.

** Size uncertain because only part of the flaw was insonified.

*** Indicationsconservativelyassumed to be crack tips with the through-
wall extent calculated as the depth below the clad inner surface minus
the clad thickness (0.31 in.).






